**PROBLEM: How can I find out which journals the library subscribes to in a particular subject area?**

**SOLUTION: Use the Serials Solutions “Browse by Subject” tool!**

Use this tool if:
- You want a list of STL journal subscriptions by subject, and/or…
- You would like to browse the titles and content of particular issues for journals in a subject.

**Minimum requirements to make this work**
- Identify the general subject area you are interested in.
- **OPTIONAL BUT SOMETIMES USEFUL:** identify a date range for the journals you hope to find within a subject area

To find a list of journals to browse, do this

1. Roll your pointer over the JOURNALS tool from our website [http://library.newpaltz.edu], to pull down the menu choices, then
2. Click on the link to “Browse Journal Titles by Subject”
3. To see the library’s journals by specific subject areas, pull down the “Browse e-journals by subject” menu and select the subject category that your specific subject would fall under.
4. Then, click on the more specific sub-subject area to see the list of journals the library subscribes to for that area.